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Domestic
Clubs
Alabama
Alaska
Arkansas
California (SoCal,
NorCal, LA)
Carolina
Colorado
Connecticut
Chicago
Dallas
Delaware
Florida
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Hawaii
Idaho
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Kansas
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Little Rock
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New England
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New Mexico
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Quad Cities
Rhode Island
So. Cal
SWVA Rush
Taos
Tennessee
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Washington
West Texas
Wisconsin
Wisconsin West
Wyoming

East 33rd Street, 9th Floor
New York, NY, 10016, USA

Michigan Rush Dearborn Heights Members:

Happy New Year!
We hope you had a great time celebrating the holidays and bringing in the New Year with
friends and family!
As we begin 2019, we have some exciting news to share with our Rush family. Beginning
in Fall 2019, we will be sporting new uniforms sponsored by Capelli Sport out of New York
City, New York. As we approached the end of our contract with our current uniform
provider, Rush Soccer took great care in making a decision that would be best for all our
members as we step into this new era of Rush Soccer + Capelli Sport.
The benefits you will see first hand are:

●
●

Uniforms of the same quality, but less expensive for all our families
Uniforms that have a custom Rush blue color that will set us apart on fields across
the U.S. and world

●

An apparel company that produces and ships its sportswear in-house so deliveries
on all orders are timely

●

An apparel company that is partnering with Rush Soccer on a deeper level
allowing us to enhance programs and services for all of our players

As Rush Soccer continues to grow and enhance its opportunities for recreational,
competitive, elite, and professional players domestically and internationally, the global
presence and success of Capelli Sport fits right in line with Rush Soccer’s Mission and
Vision to become a globally recognized soccer brand while making the game available to

International
Clubs
Africa
Asia
Caribbean
Europe
North America
Oceania
South America

all who have a passion to play.
George Altirs, President of Capelli Sport, has kids who grew up on the soccer fields as
well, and so he understands the needs of the parent consumer. It is largely why he
started the Capelli Sport company eight years ago, an addition to his 30+ years in the
fashion industry in New York City.

“Where the Trails of Passion and Purpose Meet, Begins the Path to Victory”

Several of the Technical Directors across Rush Nation have visited the Capelli Sport
Headquarters in New York City and have returned to their local communities with a lot of
excitement about where Rush Soccer is going in 2019 and beyond. I am excited to jump
into this new era with Rush Nation as we continue to set our brand, style of soccer, and
Rush Way culture apart from our competitors.
We look forward to sharing more with you on this exciting new partnership in the coming
months. An announcement about this news will be shared nationally in a few days on
Thursday, January 3rd, followed by a full kit reveal on Saturday, January 12th.
Be on the lookout on Rush Soccer social media channels to see the reveal in the coming
days! We are excited about the look of the uniforms and the direction we’re going in the
coming years as the world’s largest soccer organization!

Best,
Danny Torres
Michigan Rush Dearborn Heights
dhsoccer@dhsoccer.com

“Where the Trails of Passion and Purpose Meet, Begins the Path to Victory”

